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About This Game

Your mission is to select a fleet of warships, arm them by selecting their weapons, assign captains and destroy the enemy fleet.
You'll have complete control of this mission, all the way down to what angle and how much power should be put into each shot.

Battle Fleet 2 is at your command, Admiral!

Battle Fleet 2 is the radically improved sequel to the original and has kept the “Worms” / “Scorched Earth” style angle+power
mechanic, but now features full 3D modeling of terrain, ships, and ship hit locations. Hit the the engines and cripple the enemy's

maneuverability, or aim for the command center and disable the ship for an entire turn. Ships are more realistic in which
weapon compliments they can carry, and aiming/firing, as well as moving, is more intuitive. Battle Fleet 2 also now features
Fog of War, allowing for stealth tactics and surprise attacks to be a viable strategy as well as adding the importance of using

ships and aircraft for recon as well as attacks. With a full featured campaign and a variety of single play scenarios, Battle Fleet
2 will keep even the saltiest of sea-dogs satisfied.

Feature List

Build your fleet from 7 different ship classes each with different hardpoint locations for mounting different weapons,
different mobility, and different hit locations.

Use small caliber guns to pinpoint your shot and switch to devastating salvo mode, forcing all available guns in range and
firing arc to fire at the same location.
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Equip your ships with a wide variety of weapons including AA guns, torpedoes, and a plethora of different caliber naval
artillery.

Utilize or neutralize a variety of aircraft, including recon planes, fighters, and bombers, launched from island bases,
aircraft carriers, or cruisers.

Ship captains gain experience with each Campaign battle.

Play the strategic single player campaigns, random skirmish mode, full cross-platform multiplayer, or even hotseat
multiplayer.

Pacific and Atlantic campaigns with historical and clean slate modes for each.

Use recon to clear Fog of War and defeat enemy ground based airfields and coastal artillery.

Deploy Strategic Command Cards to surprise your enemies with special actions like deploying mines, sabotage,
enhanced aiming, airstrikes and more!

Battle Fleet 2 features full 3D models of WW2 era ships.

VR Support for HTC Vive and Oculus Rift

VR Support
Battle Fleet 2 has full VR support allowing you to play the entire game in VR and even battle against friends who are playing on

desktop. The VR support is experimental so please report any issues you find and we will continue to improve the VR
interactions and features.
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Title: Battle Fleet 2
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Mythical City Games
Publisher:
Mythical City Games
Release Date: 20 Nov, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.5 ghz dual core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 128 mb Video Card

DirectX: Version 8.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,French,German,Polish,Russian
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Played the tutorial, then started my first service. After a few minutes, got stuck at a red light indefinitely in spite of no traffic on
the 2D map.
Happens with DB86019 Aschaffenburg-Gem\u00fcnden departure 09:57, probably others too, as DTG don't seem to believe in
beta testing their products.
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1694240143. ok this game is awesome now since the Enhanced
Edition came out! also the new free DLC adds a lot more replay value.. Good game, I enjoyed completing it. Hours of fun
played. Recommended!. took me 20 mins to get all of the achievements
Just buy on sale for the cards. This is such a well made game. It has elements from classic games but also has so much unique
content. Developing your skills, levelling up, getting upgrades, overcoming challenges and listening to the awesome soundtrack
in this game will keep you entertained for many hours.
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its interesting to say the least. i dont totally hate this game but i question if its worth the 2.50 i paid for it its not horrible if you
lke first person murder mysteries but i would have to say still life is way better.. A fun mix of CoD and CS:GO. Not as
"exciting" as other games but it still fun and 100% FREE.. This is a really nice RPG with quite unique mechanics. You can
count on ~20h to finish the main story with some really challenging post game content. The story is nice and i found the music
and art to be really good. The animations are a bit lacking though, especially on the platforming parts, but that's beeing a bit
nitpicky.

Although i really enjoyed it, i must say that the beginning was pretty rough. The game begin by basically explaining you very
quickly all the different mechanics there is at once and there are A LOT: the original leveling mechanic, the different fighting
mechanics, the defense/super defense mechanic specific to each of the 3 main characters, the out of combat abilities of each
characters and many more. None of them are really complicated on their own but when the game explains all of them at once at
the begining it's more overwhelming than everything.

Because of that, the first hours of the game were mostly trying to figure out how everything worked and being overall confused.
But once you start to figure out how everything works and the story picks up the pace the whole game becomes very fun to play.
The more complex mechanics actually makes this game more interesting than the usual "spam attacks and healing items" than
most turn-based RPG have. In fact, compared to a lot of turn-based RPG, there is no need for a lot of grinding in this game. Just
killing most of the enemy you encounter is enough to finish the game without too much trouble.

If this scares you, know also that at the begining of the game you can choose easier difficulties with simplified mechanics.

Overall, once i went through the rough beginning i really enjoyed my time with the game and i think it's really worth the asking
price. I really recommand it if you're into this kind of game.. So, I've seen a lot of negative reviews on this game, and, seeing it
was 99 cents, well...being the sucker for platformers I am, I decided to take a chance on this game, and see how I liked it. It isn't
the greatest game ever, but it certainly is fun, and hard to put down when you get into it. The loading time upon starting the
game was a little long, but honestly, it was the only time that a loading screen was seen, too--never saw another one while I was
playing. I admit that the inability to change controls on the controller is rather annoying, but the layout as it is is just fine, I
think, since on a controller, the Dash button was right next to the Jump, and the two attacks were in good reach, too. Now,
personally, this game charmed me the minute the cutscene started, since it channels an RPG story fairly well, similarly to one
you'd play on the Super Nintendo, and seeing that put into a platformer with some 'vania elements, I couldn't help but fall in
love with it. I admit, some of the attacks seem a little clunky at times, such as the sword upper you can do with your blade-
wielding characters, as it leave you vulnerable when you come down, but skills have been fairly diverse so far, and I look
forward to delving in further to see what else awaits me! owo

Though, on another note, there have been a few little...iffy moments, two of them standing out more so than others. First, why
does touching the "tutorial" boss kill you instantly? I know we're supposed to be getting some challenge, but, that seems kinda
extreme for so early in the game. Second, there's a nifty secret area in the castle area that resembles, and even sounds like an
NES game, but, upon finding the treasure there, and backtracking to the previous area, I discovered that, well...I couldn't leave.
Going the way I came was out of the question, since it was like walking into a wall, and the other doorway which LOOKS like it
could be an exit doesn't go anywhere, either, so my only option was to get myself killed by the mob of zombies, which, took
quite a while since the character I was using had a lot of health. <w<; last of all, the boss of said castle spews lots of projectiles
your way, one of which resembling one from a game many of us remember, if you've played Super Mario World on the SNES.
Touch that, and it's an instant death, and it can be quite cumbersome to avoid, often leaving you hit, and instantly dead. Earlier
before, when you drop underground into a room with two big mushrooms, and a bridge, going off to the left will lead you to
plummet to your doom, since it hasn't been blocked off. And, last of all, the text seems to scroll by on its own, and it does so at
random speed, or so it seems. Due to this, I missed a bit of text when trying to advance the text myself, being used to doing so in
other RPGs and platformers, so...I hope this is changed later, or that you're at least given the option to choose manual, or auto.
Other than these, so far, I'm quite enjoying myself. I hope that you will give the game a chance in some way, it really is quite
nice, and I imagine multiplayer would be quite fun! If I can update this, I'll do so after trying it out somehow.

Pros:
An RPG story with multiple characters fit for multiplayer
Nice graphics
Decent enough controls
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Cons:
Loading screen takes a little time
A few insta-kills here and there

Personally, I rate this game 7.5 out of 10, and I think it's worth a try to see if you like it or not! A dollar isn't a bad price to look
into it, I say.. Without friends its impossible to play this game... either this or start begging on their discord to play with
someone. No single player. Pure Multi based game with poor random matchmaking system. No dedicated servers for all players,
that you could hop in and play. Even for less than a dollar it feels like scam.

Shame this game is dead for good. very cool guy. Became like MM if you ask me... You got your toxic players, you got your
cheaters, and you got your admins that don't know what to do with toxic people! It was fun a year ago, but now, its not even
worth trying! Sure you have 128 tick servers, but thats not worth 8 euros you have to pay for it every month! Better to play MM
than to spend your money on this! Or better yet, play FACEIT for free! In all, don't spend your money on a system that is in
decline! Spend your money on a game that has some good anti cheat systems !!!

Multiplayer Tournament:
Hi everyone, I am planning to hold a multiplayer battle tournament this coming weekend (Jan 24th-25th 2015) and would love
to get some feedback on what kind of tournament everyone would like.

We could do a bracket style tournament where everyone would sign up and get assigned an opponent to battle at a specific time,
or more of a free-for-all where the highest earned prestige points determine the overall winners.

There will be prizes for the first and second place: your choice of Steam game up to a certain value or App store/Google Play
gift card. But mostly this is about fun and getting a chance to play some online multiplayer against real opponents.

Please post your feedback and suggestions as comments. I will put up the official rules based on the top suggestions by Friday
Jan 23rd.. Launch and Atlantic Expansion:
Battle Fleet 2 is now live and ready for download! Visit the store page to grab your copy during the launch sale. If you're
interested and want to see the game in action, check out the video created by the Steam curator BelannaerTV: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DW3QzGMtoAU&list=UUXLqPrDx0S8564liA8AL3Yw

So what's next for the game? The first thing on the timeline is an Atlantic campaign we are in the process of developing, but we
need some extra help to get it out quickly:

https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/battle-fleet-2-expansions

And of course we would love to hear from you, so join our discussion group and let us know what you think of the game and
what else you would like to see from it.

-Jedrzej Jonasz
Battle Fleet 2 Developer. Update 1.42:
IMPORTANT: We have moved our player database server to a new provider due to the sudden shutdown of our previous
provider. Your existing account should transfer over automatically but if you experience any issues please contact our support
team.

http://www.battlefleetgame.com/contact-us.html

If you had an anonymous account (ie: "Sailor ######") you may not be able to restore the old account if your computer has
changed it's unique ID or you are using a different computer than you originally registered with. If you have an account that you
registered and setup a player name for, this process should just convert that old account.

Thank you for your patience and support as we work through this sudden and difficult process.

Other updates:
- Bug fix to large multiplayer battles
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- Better friend and recent players list. 1.41 Update:
The 1.41 Update is now live, this is mostly just smaller tweaks and bug fixes. We have a potential fix to the campaign bug that
stops the game at turn 20 of a battle. If you have a save game with this bug try it again and hopefully the game will continue past
this point.

In VR we increased the zoom range a bit so you can now see the ship models closer. Also, we've addressed the issue with the
laser pointer not working when the app is out of focus.

Torpedo bombers have been adjusted slightly to increase accuracy.. Twitch Stream of Battle Fleet 2 Today:
Twitch Vancouver (the Vancouver based meetup group) will be holding a live stream of Battle Fleet 2 along with other awesome
games from the Vancouver community today (Nov 15th 2015) starting at 6pm PST.

Battle Fleet 2 with developer interview will be streamed around 6:40pm PST.

More info at:
http://twitchvancouver.ca/

Chat on Discord:
http://twitchvancouver.ca/discord

Join the stream and chat for giveaways and awesome times!. Atlantic Campaign Now Available:
You've conquered the Pacific, now it's time to test your skills in the brand new Atlantic Campaign with the 1.20 update of Battle
Fleet 2. This is a massive free update that includes:

Full Atlantic Campaign - play as the Allies or Axis in historical or clean slate modes

Troop Transports - required to conquer certain territories, add a whole new layer of strategy

10 New Single Battle and Multiplayer Maps modeled after real world Atlantic locations

AI improvements - carriers & transports evade, better campaign AI

Russian language added

Balance and stat tweaks

Ship build limits at shipyards

Bug Fixes

Now that the update is released there will be new updates coming more regularly including new ships, airplane types, and lots of
awesome new features in the pipeline for the future of Battle Fleet 2.

Warning: If you are in the middle of a Pacific campaign, it's best to wait before updating as your save game might be lost due to
the major changes in this update. If you do risk it and your save opens fine, just be aware that transports won't be necessary in
that campaign, only in new campaigns you start.
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